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PRINCIPAL DIRECTIONS OP THE STUDY OP ANOMALUS CHILDREN

IS THE U.S.S.R.

By T.A. Vlasova

(Institute of Defectologv. Moscow. U.S.S.R.)

The principal task of the defectological science and

practice in the'Sovist Union consists in correction and come

pensation of developmental defects in children.

The highest efficiency of eoientifie research in the

field of mental retardation is achieved within the general

system which implies consideration of different developmen

tal anomalies in children because many regularities of de.

velopment for them are the same. The complex study of all

anomalies helps a better solving of the problems of diffem

rential diagnostics and of special correctional education

for both mentally retarded end otherwise deficient children.

The principle of development is one of the leading

aethodological principles on which the treatment of problems

of defectology is based.

Assuming the leading role of the social environment in

the formation of human psyohiop the Soviet defeotology rem

garde psychic development as a "Molex dynode prooeas in

which the genotypioal and the social torn a unity. .

Regularities of ohilAls development promos, inoluding

that of the anomalous child, say be profoundly end properly

revealod only on the bests of the dialeotioel principle of

determinedness of all events.

Psychic, dovelopsent passim through a number 01 stages.

At each age stage not only quantitative oranges occur. but

also new qualities of psychic arise *ape system and hierar-

chy stay for the basic rule of the developmentt in

eluding that under mental retardation.



An abnormal development is determined by a number of

factors, above all by the timing and the severity of the

pritiary defect, ae well as by aetiology, pathogenesis, 10-

calleation.

The analysis of development abnormality structure is

not possible without a profound study of the specificity of

psychic processes in children, of neuropeychological inve-

stigation of brain functional state and of higher nervous

activity; without a clinical-neurological and special medi-

cal study of the child.

Ptiagogical attliy based on the proposition of the lead-

ing role played by education in the development is of a spa-

cial importance, Psychological - pedagogical investigations

reveal considerable resoursee of learning progress and voca-

tional training in all anomalous childten, including retai-

dates.

A comparative scientific study of different developmen-

tal anomalies which we are working out pro4es to be effici-

ent not only for the differentiated education of anomalous

children in special schools, but also for the study of sour-

ces of unproficiency in children with psychophysical infan-

tilism and asthertio states, who attend ordinary schools. The

differential diagnostics of such groups of childi.en permits

to delimitate thitti from the retardates.



ADTIOPATHOONNESIS AND CLASSIFICATION OP OLIOOPHRINIA

By 11,8.11v:4er

(Institute of Defeotology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

Complex dynamical investigation of oligophrenic chil-

dren was carried out in order to find the dependence of qua-

litative features of the defeat structure on aetiopathoge*

nests. Clinical paycho-puthologioal method was taken as the

basis for the investigation which implied clinical, experi-

mental psychological and pedagogical study combined with a

number of paraclinical probes (820, biochemical, immunologi*

cal, cytological, radiographic).

The complex dynamical study of various forms of oligo-

phrenia caused by chromosome cberrations, hereditary and

exogene factors as well as a comparison of oligophrenia and

similar conditions give a good reason to think that defeat

structure features of oligophrenia are determined by the ti-

ming and localization of the damage and its aetiology.

Five forma of oligophrenia were specified according to

qualitative features of the defeot structures (1) non -com-

plicated forms (2) oligophrenia with oerebroastsnio ilyndra.

me, 0) with local injuries, (4) with psychopathic beha-

viour, and (5) with frontal lobe underdevelopment.

This olaaeification principle ham both theotetical and

praoticel importance for the foundation of pathogenetio

treatment, corrective education and for the delimitation of .

oligophrenia from Mailer conditions.



PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OP CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION

IN THE AUXILIARY SCHOOL

Dy J.I.Shif

(Inutitute of Defectology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

. Researches of Soviet psychologists prove that, if tea-

ching of debiles is based on a complex formation of their

cognitive activities rather that on a mechanical training

of feasible elementary acts and skills, a considerable cor-

rection of the defect may be achieved. The flexibility of

the cortex in ouch children manifests itself in the princi-

ple feasibility of rather complex intellectual activities.

The positive experience of the Soviet auxiliary school

and results of psychological studies have helped to define

the principles of the developing education in which three

successive stages of intellectual development may be speci-

fied. Learning difficulties gradually give place to an in

creasing rate and volume of learning. Some of the senior

shoal oildren may have developed the ability to apply the

acquired knowledge to their learning, labour and practical

activities, their self-control an4 social behaviour skills

being furthered.

Olinioal and Palchological investigations of debits

children proved that, within 6071 school class, children may

differ in behaviour and activity, Psychological eXperimente

indicate that thee* pupils may be assembled in different

groups depending on children's learning specifit for partieu-

tar School subieot. Thus, one of the actual problems of pey-

ohology of mentally retarded children at this, stage is one

cf oompromiee between classroom, group and individual app-

roach to the corrective education, whioh would tike into se-



count individual data, development stages, as well as cur-

ricula reetriotions.

Another actual problem consists in the determination of

the role played by motivation in the learning efficiency,

including the effect of particular motives at different

development stages of the debile children.

Finally, progress in behaviour and cognitive activity

made by senior-form school children is studied whose U310+

footed personality components become involved in the system

of labour and social orientation,

Mess are the direotions of research carried out now
by Soviet psychologist.,



THE CONNECTIVE EDUCATION OP MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

OP PRE-SCHOOL AGE

By N.O.Uorcsova

(Institute of DefectolOgy, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

The study of mentally retarded pre-school children has

shown that they may be classified in two groups. On the one

hand, the group of children with non-complicated 'rental de-

!Jolene'', i.e. without any additional disturbance, eboold be

sungled but. Cu the other hand, there are children whose

mental deficiency is complicated with several speech, motor,

sensory, emotional and other disorders.

The corrective education of children whe belong to the

latter category is aimed mostly at overcoming of the abbi-

tional disorders. Children undergo speech therapy, special

gymnastic exercises{ they are treated individually to orga-

nise their behaviour and activities. Great attention is paid

to sensory training, to Correction or compensation of per-

ception deficiency. It should be noted that the won- compli-

cated mental retardation nay. result in secondary developmen-

tal deficiencies which also need treatment.

The mental retardation proper effecti analysis and syn-

thesis of concrete Meats, understanding of simple inatrus-

tions, may lead to difficulties in unassisted performance of

a task for the mentally retarded child is too likely (as

compared to the normal one) to slip away from the nein course

of his aotiviti,,



The development rate (ontogenetic and functional) as

well ao learning of simple tasks is clearly deficient. The

nearest development area (L.S.Vygoteki) is quite narrow.

Children are very slow in grasping and accepting cues 6.0

ten Dy a teacher or an experimenter whose instruction is

seldom followed exactly and adequately. Imitation ability

is also poor= the child reproduces mainly the apparent

rather than the essential features of the imitated action

(so-called aochanicil imitation).

Correction of these defects is connected with the or-

ganisation of the simplest but integral concious acts which.

are to be partitioned onto elements, first, together with

the teacher, then using his cues, and lately unassistedly.

After that, the simplest acts are incorporated in a more

complex aotiwity supported by positivo (of a play or pra*

otical) motives and emotions. In this respect, amnia work

(e.g. aanufseturing of toys) is of a great correctional

value. Developing of speech and counting also'oontributes

to the mental development of these children.

Immensely important for the correctional education is

contact between child and teacher. Pedagogue must win

child's credit and favour which are indispensable for, he

creation of positive social motives of child's sotivities.



A COMPARATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF DEFECT STRUCTURE IN

MONOZYCOTIC AND DIZYGOTIC TWIN OLICOPHRENES

By G.P.Bertyn$

(Institute of Defectology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

This paper in lased on the twin method of investiga-

tion: The task WAD to compare defect features in monozy-

gotic and dizygotic twins and to explore the significance

of various endogene and exogene factors in the origin of

oligophrenia. Diagnoses were based on the understanding

of oligophrenia expressed in works by 0.E.Sukhareva and

M.S.P'evzner. All twin subjecte underwent clinical psycho-

pathological study which included also experimental psy-

chological-pedagogical and logopnedical observation. 68

oligophrenic twin couples and 33 single oligophrenes whose

twins died at the delivery or shortly afterwards were stu-

died. In the latter cases it was impossible to establish

sygoticity and concordance of the defect.

The investigation of 68 twin couples made it possible

to specify a genotypical group whose defect structure might

be classified as non-complicated form of oligophrenia. In

another group, exogene factors also were established, such

as birth injury, early post-natal infections, etc. In these

cases the complicated form of oligophrenia was diagnosed.

The clinical study of sonozygotio oligophrenes of the

genotypical group suggests that similarities in the defect

structure may be genetically conditioned becauso defect

structure differences within each twin couple are quantita-

tive rather than qualitative and may be a000unted for by

some additional factors. Similarity of twits' development

and education circumstances at that were taken into consi-

deration.



AN INVESTIGATION OP ELECTRIC ACTIVITY CP THE BRAIN IN TWIN

01,100PHRENtS

By O.P.Dertyle L.A.Novikova

(Institute of Defectology, Rosso*, U.S.S.R.)

13 eonosygotic twin couples (26 children) underwent a

complex clinical and eleotroencephalographio Investigation,

The genotypic form of oligophrsnia yes found in 5 couples.

Struoture of the defect for this group corresponded to the

fleet, noncomplicated fors of oligophrenia in the Palmer

claseification, EEG shooed no deyietiono from the norm in

2 couplet, Snell dyadioly correlated deviations Aisrhyih.

sin, instability and depression of Alpha rhyths and lose

amplitude slow osoillatione in cAral cortex arrow were.,

found in the other ) couples.

Esogene aetiology was established for 3 couples who had

suffered an early foetal injury. Peace+e analysis covering

several generations resealed no hereditary detect. Twins of

this group had a gross indentical displastioity, dyadioly

similar neurologioal symptoms, severe ocnoerdant intalleetts1

di:latency. NE0 turned out marked deviation* of oleotrio

activity in oortioal and suboortioal strOStures, *kith were

pair related. In two twin couples, Alpha rhythm was

070, slow pathologicr l. napes of Delta and Meta two de&

ainate4i bilatera parent/Pp were rogiateviod* flier, ass

either AO flickering driving rhythm ?adipose* Cr ns itisw!

osoilletion disploment of the driven rhrtha. 110 aletrehem,

wed an exaggerated end ellalp extinguishing secondart.rmt....

14060 WI/Botts Stimulations. For ono couple, a byways.;

ortniss4, Wm; and irregUlt.t'S1P4ArrhrtWA was obssrvoCia7

combisatia4 with slow wives end 4110*094 sona2ip, pui4,



tiO stimulation provoked epileptoid burets in one of the

Utter twine.

In 5 monOsygotio twine olfgophrenia was of a mixed

efidogene and stow. origin. Deviations in She brain ele-

ottie aotivity varied in this groupdepending on the gra-

vity and structure of the defeat.

Thus, the EEO study of monosygotic twins revealed less

abnormalities in genotypical forme of oligophrenie. the most

ever* pathology is EU) (which was an evidence for a grosser

defeat) waS found in exogene cases.

Intra-opAple eitilarity of pathological EEO signs was

not restricted Just to genotypical cases and remained also

for Ocogsne and mixed forms. Observations demonstrate the

Mottos** of sndogene factors in the development of patho.

logiaal process and in the tendency of EEO anomalies under

Oligephronia.

Some quantitative difference, correlated with the seve-

rity of epoptome were fund within each Couple though, quan-

titatively, changes in SSG, with respect to the character and

Of pathological signs, were dyadicly sipilai.
1
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ldren. A dictation technique was used which was based on the

main didactic principls: from the simple to the complex.

Children had to write isolated words, phrases, sentences and

tempts which made various degrees of difficulty in phonessr

tic analysis. Phrases, sentences and texts contained the

elms or phonsmatioally similar words as in the single-word

diotations, The results proved to depend but intignifioan-

tly on these technique moditioations for the subjects. Thus,

in the initial analysis, the type of dilatation was not taken

into account.

Out of 77 pupils investigated, only 7 children made no

1101404, 9 made 1 or 2 mistakes, 10 midi up to 5 mistake*:

i2 up to 10, 13 - up to 2o, / - more than twenty, and in 16

°"" writing was thoroughly distorted.

Xentelly retarded ohildrwn under study made mistakes

mainly in the words which were more difioult or the pho-

nematiO 04017Sie. In some cases, however, 'pelting Oat-.

oulty increased with the number of phonemes in the



even when all the syllables were open while short but pho-

netaticly complicated words (e.g. with aeries of consonants)

made almost no difficulty. Other children made most of their

mistakes in words containing consonant series. There were

also children who could writs difficult words correctly but

make mistakes in easy words.

the results suggests that writing difficulties may be

of different origins, In some children, they were likely to

be tied with some speech or phonematio hearing disorder, In

otters, with phonematio bearing not affsOted, mistakes might

be caused by the leek of a due training in complex word for*

peroeption Or by motor disorders. finally, Some mistakes

sight appear probably because of activity disorders.

Thus, it would be far not'enough to state that some

aentallt retarded children just have dificulties in spel-

ling learning, end the origins of these difficulties must be

loved in order to liminat thew at *Oily stages of 'guest-

lod



SPEC1V101TY OP PlOURAT1V1 ACTIVITY INSTaUOTIOM AT TM% SCHOOL

?OR MENIALLY RETARDED CHILDREN AND ITS PSYCHOLOGICAL GROUNDS

By T.M.Golowina

(institute of Defoctology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

The correctional at of the auxiliary schoolo'condit.

toned by the psycho-physical development peculiarities of

mentally retarded children, is determinant for the speei-

fie organisation of their figurative activity inetruotift.

It is important to find the most rational and effective

links with other educational methods.

The propaedeutio period should be payed special attento,

ion to provide readiness of mentally retarded children to

acquiring of different kinds of feasible figurative amtivi.

'ties, such as drawing, modelling, appliciu4, etc. Dilving thin

period children not only master elementary figurative mein*

and techniques, but also develop relevant cognitive preset..

see. They gain in ability of poxpeseful obeervatiOn and am*.

lysis of obSsote to be depieted, in the diseriminatiVe itmr

Otion of colony perception (disOrialmetion 04 domondastdon

of basis and datersodinto hue', practical 040 of 0010120,

in the volume and stability of attention, in the intensity

of intorete.

The differentiated approach to the figurative netioity

instruction according to the readiness level, eottVity peon

linritios, severity of the defect and combination of elapt

'000 is one of the leading principles. fOr $0004014 1010.4407



retarded children whose spacial elecrimination disturbances

have different features may, in the precede of correctional

figurative aotivity instruction, master two-dimeneion or-

ientation okille, eleMontary analysis of shape, structure

and spatial relations of objects depicted.

/ho active figurative representation of objects helps

to overcome shortcomings of image (e.g. likening, sehema-

tication of objects, lack of dynamic, incompleteness, ete.).

Figurative activity, it properly organised, may be a

highly effective tool in developing of glace imagination

*shish is knownto lag in many retardates.

the correctional figurative activity instruction stren-

gthens links between the concrete and the verbal means of

cognition. It is vital for the formation of elementary aes-

thetic taste and criteria which are never gained spontan-

eously by most of mentally retarded children.

Essential is the emotional aspect of figurative acti-

vity instruction which favours the development of persona-

lity of mentally retarded children.

Collective figurative works to which every child con-

tributes according to his ability are very sensible.



POETERINO OP /XTERESTS TO LABOUR IN KIXDBROARTRI PON

MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

RI B.N.Ouliante

(Imetitute of Defeotelogy, Moscow, 0.848.10

Cognitive prooseees in mentally retarded children are

poor which results in weakness, narrowness and underdev-

elopment of their interests (L.?,Zenkov, W,O,Morosova),

Hoverer, developping and fostering of interests it highly

significant for oorreotion and compensation of eubsorsel

intellectual activities in mentally retarded *hitting*. In-

vestigations of retardates of school age by N,O,Morosava

hare shown that a positive attitude towards the activity is

prerequisite to the corresponding interest. However, thole

are but fey works dedicated to the problem of interests in

handicapped pre - school children (Weisman - 1955,Myklebust

1960, Morosova - 1963, 1967, 1969, RAMS6,110 - 1967).. the

present research deals With methodological mpeelfielti.e0m0

earning the acquiring of interest. to the namaal labour by

Young mentally retarded children. Labour activity set'enly

forwards ohild's inductry and forma hie manual skills, but

also is known to stimulate versatile sensory *attrition 110

enrich child's eaneeptual store, to aottiise his thistly/

and speech.

woodwork vqs chosen for the experiment hoopoe it if

feotivelyturthers the oorreotion of SA eventual motor de.

tioienoy and of the physical development in general, the



investigation was conducted in the Special Kindergarten

no. 468 of Moscow. Data received from the Special Kinder-

garten no. 26 of Prunes were also used. 40 senior kinder-

garten ehildren (of 6 to 7 years) took part in the expe-

risent. No one of thee did any woodwork beforeg so, in this

respect, all subjects were equal. A number of parameters

suggested by previous investigations and our own observat-

ions were specified to dieeribe ohild's performance. The

set of scores indicated progress in woodwork skills and

I stable positive attitude which were prerequisite to the

interests to woodwork.

Such attitude expreesed itself in many ways, children

were eager work longer and to make more toys, they refused

to COMO working and to go for a walk, attempted to overcoats

difficulties without assistanos and wanted to be sure that

their perforeanoes were correct. The emotional atmosphere

VW elated. The character of tbetraotions also showed pro-

gress.

the investigation proved feasibility of Woodiork train-

ing fOrnentally retarded children. Preconditions of the in-

terest Cay be created which is greatly important for the

future labourtroliting at echo)"



no OP ?MENU 111TR sex CHROMOSOME ANOMALIES (KL1NEYELTE11

AND SHERMHEVSKI-TORNER SYNDROMES)

By N.N.Zislina and M.M.Naiskaya

(Institute of Defeotology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

1. A clinical investigation of two sex chromosome ano-

malies has shown that these patients not only suffer from

sciatic and endocrine disorders, but also have some typi-

cal psychological peculiarities. For the Ilinefelter syn.

arose, these are a decreased psychic activity, low moti-

vation, a specific personality structure (affective insta-

bility, a higher suggeatability, neurotic syaptoan), The

Shereshevski-rurner syndrome is characterised by a combi-

nation of slight euphoria, esotional instability, in/min

oient criticism towards the defect, a specific psycholo-

gical infantilism. 001011 for the both syndromes is vege-

tative vessel distonia.

2. Patients of the both categorise had 1k') deviations

from the norm.

3. All Klinefelter syndrome EEGs showed bilaterral

bursts of Delta and Theta waves, mainly in frontal aortas

Mast 'Ail, Alpha rhythm s4AftsStsdo its Alogsele

ay keeping about 20 ape. under oligophresia, bilateral

berets artse on the 8 to 9 epe. Alpha rhithe tractireco4:

0001110 with slow pathological baits -type Wave.,

4. nor Sheresherski,Turmer syndrome. II to 12 opeo al-

pha rhythm had, in a majority of oases, a highly instable



amplitude and was preceded by long periodee of betha rhyth* .

in all oortioal Sons Ms revealed no Alpha rhythm

'bile all oscillations were flat and persistent unspeoified

response was observed.

5. The character of BIG deviations in Ilinefelter and

Ihereshweski-Jrarner cases may be the indication of a meso-

dieucephslio brain struoture diefunction.

6. A comparison of clinical and ISO data indiested that

the distinction of dieneephalic structures played certain

role in psychological disorders of these types.



OM SOCIAL ADAPTATION OP CHILDREN WITH SEVERE CENTRAL

NERVOUS SYSTEM DISORDERS

by M.I.Kusmiteksys

(Institu+e of Defectology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

Among mentally retarded children there are quite a num-

ber of imbeoiles, i.e. those suffering from a severe motel

deficiency. According to literature, up to IO per cent of

oligophrenic children are imbeoiles and about 5 per cent are

idiots (i.e. children with the most profound retardation).

These children are, in most cases, kept in special institut-

ions run by the Ministry of Social Welfare; sone of them get

to auxiliary schools; and s considerable part of the* Tessin

home and receive no education.

Imbecilic children may differ both aetiologicelly and

symptomatically. In the last few years Ministries of Social

Welfare in the Russian, Ukrainian and Lithuanian Republics*

have been introducing the differentiation of institutions

for children with severe mints' retardation. Imistit01044

for teachable imbeciles have been made separate. Is soma of

thee* institutions education and labour training are well

organised.

Imbeciles above 18 years are directed to payehOnforOli

logiOal institutions for adults run also by the RepnblieOn

Ministries of SOeial Welfare,

Studies parried out at the Institute of Def0040100 4144

at the Central institute for LObour Ability lovestigatiOR as

well as the experience of some auxiliary scboolOiroVe-that



ohildren with severe mita deficiency may stay with their

families and work in speoial workshops or do some agricul-

tural job it rehabilitation and education care is corres-

pondingly organised.



SOME PECULIAB1TiRS OP VOLUNTARY LOVRWATS IN MENTALLY

RETARDED CHILDREN OP PRE - SCHOOL AG

By 7.I.Luboveki and V.G.Tereshenko

(institute of Defeotology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

The development of voluntary movements in mentally

retarded children hay lot yet been suffioiently studied.

The present research was Concentrated on the speeifici*Y

of voluntary movements in mentally retarded children free

from pronounced specific motor ditorders. Oligophremic

children Sere tested at the begin as well as at the end

of their term it a speoial kindergarten (i.e. at thongs

of 4 to 5 and than of 7 to 8 years) in eoiparison with

normal 3 to 5- year -old children.

Several tests of the N.I.Oteretski (1930).metrio lisle:

.14 well as some Head probes and other hand notoritm:teeh4.

piques were used. Children had to perform soaording to a

verbal instruction. If a performante failed, the italaisetiel

vas repeated in a step-by-step manner and theft aocOnpanimi

by detomatriktioa of the re4mired Movements. If that still

had no result, the experimenter forced th00vereeta.

Olisophresio children m4404046 a 111Snit1444t 10441[!,

tartness in all 4440 of the tested 00,0sonia as coall0ot

to the normal 4000t0, 0700 to tree-Yoar!old ones. mirth-7

steel 110v04400 (etch as walking or clpping in tine) rwd

1,0040404 *oresento proved to be espee10117 hard.

character of the observed distmrhences vertode therevere

Oerainetteh 4040000y, na4410,00*04 of 001010141



acid perseveration, substitution of tine motor differentiat-

ions by more rough and diffuse ones, ote.

Significant divergence between the verbal reproduction

of the instruction and the motor performance was found, es-

pecially in the younger retardates. Verbal response, either

in full or part by part, failed in every case even after

the instruction was repeated three times. Keanwhile the mo-

tor performance according to the simplest instructions was

still feasible.

Up to 80 per cent of the senior pre-shool group of oll-

gophrenes reproduced the instruction, but the reproduction

was fragmentary and severely distorted. But apart from some

distortions, the motor performance was correct in most

oases.

bifferent odifieations of the above tests as well as

supplementary experiments using conditioning technique make

it possible to draw the most efficient methods of voluntary

movement training in mentally retarded children.



FEDAGOGICAL STUDY AND EDUCATION OF PSYCHOLOGICALLY

BACKWARD climax

By E.J.Pekelis

(Institute of Defectology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

A pedagogical otudy was undertaken to find the most

proper ways of correction of psychological backwardness

in poor pupils attending ordinary primary schools. Follow-

ing methods were used in the research,

1). Analysis of medical and pedagogical documentation

concerning children under study.

2). Discussion with parents.

3). Psychological and pedagogical investigation which

implied:

- a talk with the child:

- examining of cognition, vision, spacial synthesis,

motorium, speech and intelligence (the latter was tested

using classification, odd-man-out, metaphor and proverb

techniquee)i

- a study of scholar sculls.

Psychologically backward.childrenare characterised by

the lack of interests appropriate to their me, of reapon..

sibility, of seriese attitude to their duty, of proper or-

ientation, as well as by an insufficient ability of wind

concentration. All these are manifestations of infantile

behavior, or, in'the opinion of M.S.Pevsner, those of per-

sonality underdevelopment.



Yollowing education methods are regarded most promis-

ingi

a). Organizing of child's behaviour to make the child

to accept the presented task, to concentrate on it.

b). DiSOU0111000 about how the towhee been performed,

during which the child should be suggested that his pee-

foraanoo may inprove if he invest more effort.

e). Bringing the child to the independent evaluation

of hie own performance.

d). Motor training.

e). Swett eseereisee.

Methods applicable to several priaery school subjects

(each as reading, writing, mounting) are deseribed in the

body of this report.

II geMoil, the corrective education methods were found

tesstrOlt tor the,deselopaent of child's personality, elten7

ded his notions and interests, and contributed to his better

greasess at sehOol,



REACTIO4 TIME CHARACTERISTICS OF BACIMARD CRILDRft

By L.I.Pereeleni

(Institute of Defectology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

Motor reaotion latencies were registered in a two-

choice situation which implied, for stimuli, coabinatioms

of vibrations applied to different parts of subject's boby

and, for responses, pressing of one of the two contacts.

Stimulus duration could be set on 20, 30, 60, 70 or I00

meek. Stimuli of a fixed duration were presented in a ran-

doe order at least 20 time* each.

In the analysis, mean latency, Variance and discrimi-

nation probability were considered, It was found that the

mean latency was higher in haokwatd than in normal obilirem4

This result wee statistically significant. Variability see-'

re. (taaple variance and variability ooeffioient) also pro-

ved to 4411 higher for the backward subjects. Unlike the tet

mal children, backward ones showed a decrease in latency as

the stimulus duration increased. The dynoicnbaraoteristies

of discrimination reflected a lower intonation processing

rate in these children.

The analysis reveals eighificant individual differen-

ces which nay be intereeting ar diagnostics and rehabili-

tetion.



SIGNIFICANCE OF ADULTS' ASSISTANCE IN SOLVING BY

OLIOOPHRENIC CHILDREN OF REASONING PHOBLEUS OF

DIIITREKT COLIPLEXITT

By V.G.Petrova

(Institute of Defeotology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

Is defeotologiaal literature, the Meaning isividely

spread that aentelly retarded prieary school children are

poor is soaprebending and use of assistance. Ae in most

ems.* of exceedingly general statements, this one!ie not

always correct,

Is the present atudy; mentally retarded children of

the tad fors ers.instruoted; first, to describe a 'lima-
.

lly pireeiVed object; then to do sort of practical analy-

sis of the abject and after that to describe the objeot

011140 again. The Originti deseriprion occurred to be pri-

sit**e in it should heye been expected in junior retar-

dates. The independent performance during the praotieal

anal/Ida proved to exert no influence on the second des-

eription in so per cent of ehildren, and only 20 per cent

of thee gainde nose cognitive ones out of She practice].

analyeis.

In another ession of this experiment, during the

prastioel analysis after each operation perforaedohil-

tireu were asked questions thich induced thee to formulate

each operation result and to relate it to the oonsidered

Wool, The eddition01:aesistanee by the experementer made



practical solving of a reasoning problem. So their scoond

description beoane more complete. All children detested

Many feature° and attributes of the object and proved to

pin much from the practical analysis.

Two more experiment sessions were conducted ii which

children bad to compare two objeotel in the first session,

after a silent performance with the objects according to

the inmtructioc, and, in the second session, alter an in-

ducted discussion of particular steps of the performance.

Sere practical operations, verbalised or silent, °natured

to be of little value for the comparing of objeoto.

Thus, the investigation bee demonstrated that, under

certain conditions, 2nd-fort mentally retarded school Oil..

dren may receive and use assistance. this in feat grants

the leading role in the child's development to the instru-

ction. The problem is how to define and measure the dire-

ction and character of assistance.



THE DEPENDENCE Of LABOUR ACTIVITT OP NENTALLY RETARDED

SCHOOL CHILDREN ON THE APPREHENSION OP ITS SOCIAL AND

PRACTICAL VALUE

By E.I.Pinaki

(Institute.of befectology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

Observation and speoisl psyohologioal investigations

degonstrate that the activity of mentally retarded chil-

drea depends on whether they realise the value of their

work for other people. d mentally retarded child is greatly

pleeeed whet his work ie rendered sooial appreciation and

he works on with acre vigour and devotion:

This etfeet was highly pronounced in an experiment

daring whioh children had to:out out geonetrictl figures

with a frt-saw, Snbjeeta were 7th4or0 **Ile of 04 *UP'.

liary dehool.ilach hare wee to be Out out trioet firit,

whildren worked Suatto get a score for fretwork skill, 867

tore the somoOli nesiop children were told that their out -

pat will serve didactic material for juniors, The *heck

proved that, with the latter instruction, children shout

more responsibility in their attitude to the tut, acted

*Ole rationally and effectively., and aohieved better re

salts than is the first *ass.

PeychOlogical aaa lysie suggests that social lavOlve-

*eat of labour antivity of mentally retarded school ()Mid-

rea changes their ettituds to what they do. The leading mor

tire is no longer the necessity of fulfilment of a didactic

task; but the desire to achieve better ralults. It helps to



°retook. a Oharaeteriptio, for mentally retarded ehildreni

trend to give up when difficulties arise and evokes id

them a desire to strive for good work.



DIDACTIC rum IN TSB SCROOL,FOR MENTALLY RETARDED OR14DREll

By T.I.Toratektya

(Institute of Defeotology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

lisuality is one of tbo leading principles of correot7

pre education of aentally retarded children. Among visual

aids, didactic film play a special tole. Sueb Mae are

*emissary for the instruction of mentally retarded children.

Soviet auxiliary sohoole (at lent 300 schools whioh have

presnoi,)a the relevant information) have enough facilities

to *se didaetio films. Unfortunately, the equipment is used

uneystenatiely and inaliffielently due to the following con-

ceal

111 ditaetie filar issued are intended for the *rill-

SST, school. !heel) aids ars too diffioult for mentally re-

tarded obildsen and therefore `they seed to be adapted for

tee in the onxillerynoboOl.

-In methotologleal reooiendations concerned can be

towed either is the Soviet or in foreign literature on myo-

pia pedagogy.

The present research vas *teed at finding optical con-

ditions of the use Ofthe existing didactic Mae in the

instruction of **Melly retarded children. The reenitet have

shown that all types of didactic files (still projection

films, client and talking notion pictures, obis-passages and

exiles' files) contribute, though not equally, to the instru-

ction of retardates.



The experiments shot that there must be a different-

iated approach to the application of didactic films. One

of the results consisted in a less pithy account given by

the children of soundfilms then of silent ones. The except-

ion should be made for soundfilms whore sound itself was of

prior importance (e.g. those featuring an earthquake or a

waterfall). Complexity of the contents, duration and expla-

natoru text were also found important factors of acquiring

films material by the children. They profited much *ore

from the film if the sound track was switched off and sib-.

stituted by teacher's oral remarks. No less important was

the moment when films was demonstrated in the course of a

particular topio study. It was found that a didactic fill

had the best effect if demonstrated after a particular to-

pic study to sum up what children had learned.

Theoretical analysis of the problem of didactic films,

literature study, pedagogical experience gained for many

years, as well as the experimental research asks it possi-

ble to elaborate and propose a'nember of reeomendations

which will promote learning and contribute to personality

correction of mentally retarded children.



A CLINICAL RIGBY 0? CHILDREN WITH TELPRAHY PSYCHOLOGICAL

BACKVARDNESS

By N.G.Reidiboia

(lamtitute of Defectology, Bosom", U.S.S.R.)

The delimitation of oligophrenia from tempOrary back-

Verdnass in psychological development oonititlytee a diffi-

omit problea of the differential diagnostics, therefore

istudy of tespotarili backward children who are somewhere

Wee* the normal and the oligophranic children appears to

he vital.

II the pr.-seat research, 60 temporarily backward (An-

drea have been iavestigated. A clinical study of peieholo,

sits' and pedagogics' character was undertaken under expo-

itmomatididaotis eOnditioaa,

teliPoOrn, backyard ehildrin osmitest enotioaal and

volitional saldeveloment while spacial *Wheelie amilvie

seal pereeptice are aseffected. IA Soso eaw0o, a secondary

landerdevslopsmat of vertological thinkieB occurs.

thetgrolipe of :children were etudieds

I. Children 'pith PwIrohoPhylioal intaatilisa and pot..

aaldevslopaent, tut with cognitive Wirt-

tits Criaarily intact. Children of thie group are rare.

Vie'lseiiht and !eight as well, as Oriloriims mould fit

iwalfier child of Sorsa physique, Their novemento are well

000rdinated, scooth and childishly graosful. Behaviour de-

Pf440 Oa whether the child is emotionally interested in th,

014.-174:0104i411 40ivity 14 markedly backward.



2. Children with paychophyeical infantilism, emotional -

volitional naldevelopment and residual sanifeotations of

sone organic disorder in the central nervous system which

affects their neurological state. Scull radiogram sometimes

indicates disorder. in liquor circulation. Infantile behnv-

Jour of these Children is combined with a secondary deers,

use in cognitive activity and deists.)s with the Cerebroatothi-

pie syndrome. this reaulte in instability of attention, hi-

gher fatigability, variations in efficiency, fugginess, mo+

for agitation.

3. Children with psycho - physical infantilism and more

pronounced speech disorders originated by emotional and vo-

litional neldevelopnent via secondary cognitive backwardness.

Presence of residual neurological symptoms in ohildrem

of the latter two groups as well as VAUMAtill and some ter

boratory test results suggested that their backwardness had

resulted from a residual organic Mimeo of the central tors-

vous system. to check this eurmisS, andamenologieal blood

analysis Use made Which included cerebral antigens and OP

tibody-probes. the results were largell different hen these

concerning a control group of intellectually normal obildren

(50 versus I0 per cent).

The investigation has revealed several distinctive
features of psyehopbysiial infantilism against the tank-

ground of mental deficiency. Childreavith psyehephimieal

infantilism mintiest a higher Uvula visual perception

and special imasination, in constructive and viano-motor

probe; ( testa, Rosa metricee)..AnOther inpOtdmt

gnoptio sign consists in the ability to use OXPOriphrtees

ones and to transfer the experience gained in &learning

experiment to other tasks.



pietrie sign donnista in the abilityin'use ikperimanter's

suss and to ArinsferIhe experienne'gained in a learning

experiment'ts'other tasks.
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PRCUL1AR1TIES Or SPEWS UNDER Datimmit FORM OP

PSICROLOOIOXL BACKTARDNESS

By I.k.Siaonova

(Institute of Defectology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

Analysis of speech of payohologioally backward ohildrot

it highly important eines this couples and the most lately

developing function refleots nultiple aspects of psychical

life.

Psychological backwardness ia diagnosed on the basis of

a through clinieal study, incluCing psychologioal and peak-

Scgical experiaente, which reveald a relatively intact in-

tellect. Psychologicallybackvard children may be classified,

after U.SPevster, into three groupe according to the pey-

cho-pathologionl date.

10 the first group belong saltily children troa twit

couples for which the WIAMANall reveals neither hereditary

nor exogene faults. The investigation has showh that thee*

children had a rich vocabulary, their speech being correct

both gramaatically and emotionally and aecompatied by ex-

pressive gee ticulation. They manifested a specificity rather

than a disturbance of speech. Its character depended on the

emotional background. Speaking eponteneously or in a conver-

sation when no task performance restrictions existed, they

easily formulated their thoughts and used complex gremmati-

Cal constructions. Revever, when a precise, logical answer

1164 reeuired they were verbena and tailed to restrict th00-

delves to the topic. Generilisation eftld appear but as the

result of speaking aloud. Thus speech of these children re-



coaled the iaaaturitu of what L.S.Rubinstein called "perso-

nality ooaponento, as well as the underdevelopment of speech

regueation.

Children of the second group are characterised by a

stronger backwardness of s residual organic background. The

10110411th of the majority of these children had revealed a

WSW in speech developeent. Most speech distortions cos-

AST* its sensual aspect. Their speech reflects a low level

of oodnitiiaaetivities. Conceptual visitations result in

poor voesbulary, sward word musings remaining unditte-

raatiated sad rani mak* words leaking.

In the third grasp, peyshophysleal infantilisa is eon.

plisated with ',pooh disorderd. Emotional and volitional in-

maturity, leek of organisation and of oritioal attitude to

the detest harper rehabilitation.

Deterniaatios. of 4010 speeificity of psychologically

backward ehilites any help to find the net appropriate oor-

*sotto& natbotn.



PROBLEM OF AE/ARD IN PRO:MAIMED INSTRUCTION OP MENULLT

RETARDED CHILDREN

By P.O.Tiehin

(Institute of Defectology, U.S.S.R.)

For the traditional classroom instruction system, foll-

owing shortcomings are characteriotiot

tho most advanced pupils are engaged in the learning

process only a part of the lesson ties'

pupils fail to receive immediate reinforcement at the

and of each performance!

- it is difficult to single out the hardest parts of

the curriculum for individual pupils.

Programmed instruction is one of the ways to fill these

gaps and to raise learning efficiency. Under the programmed

instruction, learning in mentally retarded Children nay be

studied at every stage and it is possible to return to least

acquired stages at any moment. Another prinoiple faculty of

the programmed instruction consists in the immediate reinfor-

cement of correct answers.

An immediate reinforcement arithmetic problem teachiAg

device was tested with mentally retarded primary school ohi-

ldren as subjects. The experimental lessons have shout a pa-

eitive didaotio effeot. These lessons lead by J.111.84crva in

Leningrad, L.O.Andronova in Moscow, U.h.Arnoldev in PAO,

and others have demonstrated that a reesonable combination

of traditional methods and elements of the programmed in-

struotion (optical time for the latter was some 15 or 20'



situates per. 45-ninute lesson) made lessons more interesting

and ettioient while children became much quicker in acquir-

ing the naterial than it only traditional aethode are appli-

ed.



CONCRETE THINNING IN MENTALLY RETARDED PRE-SCH0OL CHILDREN

By 0,,e0ykoto

(Institute of Defeotology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

The eorrective treatment of oligophrenic oh aren must

begin at the earliest possible age. feasible forma of theme'

with respect to the young aentally retarded children are to

be found, and understanding and solving by them of elements.

ty reasoning tasks art to be studied. The development of

concrete thinking is a necessary stage in the child's mental

development, which provides the transition froa the meat-

ion and perception to the Concept formation.

Play is knotn to be the leading activity of pie-IOWA

children, including those aentally retarded, and:may be need

as a didactic tool and as a semis of until developeent.

/0 the preeent study, children were divan eonorete re-

asoning teaks in a Pia/ situation in order to investigate

ePeOificity of their thought in this highly motivated tett..6

Vity sod*. Both verbal and non- verbal tasks were nand. Non-

verbal teaks required colour discrilinationand generalisl,

tion. AlthOugh colour vision *am intact in all Oise*, sent

ally retarded children made many mistakes wheng'in a play

situation, they had to diecriminate, identify or 46444

objects according t their colour. The *robot Of siStOhss

was greater then no colour pattern as in sight and only,en

abstract *Sage remained. Bosaser, that difference was 400

than expected which might be due to obildien's inability to

make use of visual 140444.. Penton,' retarded pre - school chil-

dren usually solved tasks in nOst primitive ways. In both

oases, retardatee perforaed Such worse than florin)...



Verbal tasks were used to investigate understanding of

verbally presented elementary situations, to see if obildren

aouU operate With lames of !tallier objects or to do some

perforsence with toys according to the verbal description.

A sispli play situation vas presented in three siaple Ben-

toe's. Its inderstanding wee checked with one or more quue,

tiOne which were to be respondod by naming or pointing a toy.

wag to mentally retarded 3 to 4- year -old subjects, only

one responded properly, the pertormanoo with toys was a fai-

lure in 011 004060 awl Children at best could but follow di

re** instructions which they could not tie with the whole of

situitier, limperinenteee ones daring the play helped then

to lake sense of shot had been said before, fitter the Peat-

manse With toys the original tent vas presented anew end,

this tine, it was understood by 5 out of /0 children. ThUs,

staple performanesevrith toys were helpful in ectaelieing of

Lames of faiiliar objects, arts, relatione, end created a

kind of unity between inageend word. Smiler, it does not

*401 the ability of the thildrem to operate adequately with

the iseseipi they tailed is s sigil0 4001°1 task.

getardates of 7 or 8 as well 414 normal 3- year -old

dr* PerfOrwed roll in the above tasks (including the scat.

'nil l en.). This inggeste that there are vescmrfes 01 concrete

thought deVeloperatrit *Welly retarded Pre.410091 ebildren.



A CLINICAL STUOU OP POSTERIOR1T1 OP OLZOOPHRUBS

By V.P.Shalimov

(Institute of Defeotology, Moscow, U.S.S.R.)

This paper is based on a olinical and experimental psy-

chological and pedagogical inveetigation of Children whose

either one or both parents suffer from oligophrenia. Chil-

dren's pedigrees were traced. In addition to this, both

children and their parents underwent laboratory and BEG pre-

bee. Aetiology of the defect in parents was compared with

features of psychologiCal deviation in their children. Ma-

rriago type and psychic condition of parent. wore also ta-

ken into acocunt.

50 fasiliet with at least one oligophrene parent were

under study, axong thee 21 families with the second parent

nirmal (group 1), 12 families with the second parent sent-

ally ill (group 11), and 11 families where the second parent

088 either oligophrene or a normioligophrenia bOrderoaae

(group III)* The whole number of children studied was 83i,

50 of school and 33 of preschool age. 35 children belonged

to the family group I. 6 of then were found oligophrenee, 5

peychologicelly backward, 5 border cum and 19 apparently

normal. The second family group consisted of 33 chil4reht

11 oligophrenee, 5 psychologically backward, q bOrOr sues

and 8 normal. Among 15 children of the family group III 11

were diagnosed oligophrenes and the rest bad miner psycho'.

ogioel diviationo.

When ex06,4e factors prevaled in the parents' aetiology



the number of oligophreues depends on the marriage type. for

isstanoe, children of oligophrene/normal parential backgr-

ound were predominantly (92 per oent) normal and never oli-

gophrines. But if the second parent vas mentally ill or re-

tardate, the bare of norsal obildren fell to 25 per cent.

the above - mentioned dependence was found even etronger when

oligophrtnia was predominantly hereditary, sere

marriages of oligoishrene/normal type might yield oligophre-

nim shildron. the percentage of retardates among children

rises up to 91 given oligophrene/oligophrene marriage type,

Psychic+ deviations in oligoArenes, posteriority ow:turret!

to U4 diverse and highly dependent on aetiology. Uarriage

type also proved to have an afoot on the severity of these

distviaanees



SIONIF1OATC;1 OF MOTOR DISTURBANCES IN MENTALLY RETARDED

CHILDREN

By M.B.Eydinova

(Institute of Defectology, Mosoow, U.S.S.R.)

The adequate motor development of the child playa a

groat role in accumulation of cognitive experience. Thus,

when the motorium of a mentally retarded child is impaired

special pathogenetic ally grounded rehabilitation meaeurei

WO needed. An attention should be paid to the rate and

exactness of movements performed by the extremities and

facial and articulatory muscles. The formation of child's

motor functions is closely linked with that of visual per-

ception. For instance, a one-month-old baby luing on his

back can see objects placed at no more than one-meter die-

tame. At the ago of 2 or 2.5 months the baby can hoop its

head straight, and its 'denial perception range extends to

2 or 2.5 meters. At the name time poncentration of vision

for 1 to 1.5 minutes becomes possible. When the child gain.

the ability to turn fion his back to his belly he can bee

np to 4 or 5 meters Odle vision concentration reaches 5 to

7 minutes.

Development of such functions as sight fixation, eons

centration of attention oa extremity'morementc, re-directo.

ion of attention from one movement to another, is highly

important. Sight fixation impairment is connected with

cipits1 or eimolpitoo0Cipital injuries. ?foremen% shift di..

Orders are indicatory for a premotor injury localization.

Learning in the child with premotor disfunotioa (treo4



and 8), espeoially when it is complicated with mental defi-

ciency, is severely affected due to discontinuity in eyes'

movement and, as a consequence, due-to eight shifting dif-

ficulties. Sincipital and sincipito-occipital injuries

which result in sight fixation difficulties also hamper

learning.

These disturbances need correction directed at rehsbi-

1itation of the affected functions. Treatment le concentra-

ted upon sight fixation training, exercises in moving object

treeing, spacial and temporal orientation, which constitute

another problem ooncerning retardates. Meanwhile such exer-

cises are adequate afferentations'in premotoriel and WW1-

pita areas and will be helpful in rehabilitation and fur-

ther development of the affeoted functions. the use of such

horialising ilidioiaes as dalacterin, Pyrogenol, Gammalon,

Witsmiiis 1 -12 and 345 may speed up the process of rehabili-

tail*.



CLINICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF INBORN FORMS OF OLIGOPHRENIA

By V.U.Tavkin

(Institute of Defectology, 6lO6COVI U.S.S.R.)

The purpose of this paper is to consider the causes of

familial forms of oligophrenia and their cliniCal features.

The investigation was restricted to families with at least

two ologophrenic siblinge.

The contingeni\of 96 auxiliary schools numbering 18,

259 children was analysed. It was found that familial cases

make up 8.6 per cent of the population investigated.

A comparative clinical study involving, among others,

paraclinical methods and pedigree analysis yes carried out

on 209 children from 92 families. This led to the following

classification of familial oligophronia cages* 1) hereditary

forte (147 children, 61 families, 66.3 pet cent)I 2) exelgelle

forms (41 ohildren, 17 families, 18.4 per tent)! 3) mnelear

aetiology woes (21 sthildren, lA families, 15.2 per cent),

pedigree analysis suggested that, within the first

group, the character of oligophrenia inheritance may vary. A

very similar clinic in two or three siblings (severe foray

of mental deficiency in one cases, complication of oligoph-

renia with some lOcal disorders such as cataract or optic

nerve atrophy in others) may indicate the recessive Charac-

ter of the dofeot, each family being clinically Speeifid.

A dominant inheritance was likely.for families in Which

oligophrtnia could be traced in several generations erir

oligophrenio children were born in several marriages of the



sane mentally retarded parent.

In dome families, betides oligophrenic and intellectu-

ally normal individuals, a certain number of learning dif-

ficulty or social non-adaptability cases (which might be re-

garded as indirect indications of a low intelligence) were

discovered among siblings, parents and other relatives. Pro-

bably here we have to do with a poligeneous inheritance of

eligophrenie.

Clinical picture in dominant and poligoneous oases

should be qualified as that of the non-complicated form of

oligopbrenia (after Fevsner classifiostion),

Leong the exogene oases, two forms were apecifiedl

- inborn syphilis fora characterised by cognitive Un-

der-deVelopflont, similar to that in debilea, combined with

gross disorders of emotional-volitional spheres

temOpleasose fors under which children suffered from

a severe nsat4 retardation (imbecility or profound debili

ty) with 'peach, Motor and emotional- Volitional disorders.
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